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,Information

Daily NewspapettLNun-Readers:

Why They Don't Read

on the daily, newspaper non-reader is- scarce. Only three major

search efforts have been devoted exclusively to the study of non - newspaper

reading adults. Twb -studies, 10 years apart, examined on-readers by the

'demographic cha acteristics.1 Th third study isolated socie-psychological

character
'2

tics as predictors of non-readership.

w6-sta and'Sevell,in
3

in a 19-61-62 statewide probability sample of WiS

cousin residents isolated demographic And 'socio-economic factors lated-te

not reading newspapers. They found nen eaders'.tYPX ally had low educational

achievement (less than high school) and low incomes (less than $5,000)., The

largest percentage of non-readers were among the ve y young (20's) and the

-y old (70's.and abov n- readers, We tley and Severin found, were

more likely to live in 1_ al are and to have lived at their present resi-

dence for fewer than five.years.-.- Sodially, non-readers were found to he

isolate

Ten years later, in a partial replication of ley-Severin, Penrose

1

Bruce 11. Westley,and Werner J, Severing "A Profile of the Daily Newspaper

Non-Reader " Jourrill:LsjIlhEtorly, 41 45 -50 156, (Winter 1964).

Jeanne Penrose, David H. Weaver, Rithard R. Cole and Donald Lewis Shaw,

"The Newspaper Non-reader 10 years later: A Partial Replication of Westicy-

Severin," Journalism Quarterly, 51:631-638 (Winter 19741).

2
.lehn Clinton Schweitzer, "The Newspaper and Its Community: An Analysis of

Non-readership," Unpublished Dissertation, University of North-Carolinna at

Chapel HiT1'(1974).

Westley and Severin, op. -cit.
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et al. studied Noi- th Carolina residents in a s

the same d mographic and ocio-econ mic factors

Sc eitze5, after studying nn

e -wide study. They
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found
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on-readers in 1974, suggested that *'tracks

0 determine th-e reasons whyonal demograpli ic's analysiS is insufficient

persons are or ark, nnot readers."
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likely toc_be Charac-_
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friends.

Schweitzer a

cosmopolita
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wspaper,subScrihers, McCombS, Mullins and

this

bs et al
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1974 study of:zdult:-

found people stopped takin

4Penros

into why some people avoid newspapers. In
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)
Schweitzer, sill:. cit. p.73.

aa. cit.

`Maxwell E. McCombs, L.E. Mullins, and Day'
tribe and Cancel: A "Stop-Start" Survey of
ewspaper publishers Association News Besea_
74. p.12.

H. Weaver, "Why People. Suq-
_-_ree Daily Newspaper, American

Bulletin No. 3, ApitlYS,



time to read, the high -cost of the-newspaper, disinterest in t newspaper,

stancetee much advertising, the large_size of the newspaper the'editorial

If the newspaper and dissatisf

Forme- sub

former

ma-

thr6u

,n with the news coverag

gibers are., not n6ceStarily non-read

ubscribers might get a newspaper from the n

\

o! course. Some

Land, at a vending_

ven from a neighbor. But hecause.non-subscribers avoid newspapers,
.1

heir major mode of diStribution, it is felt they are closer toinon-

readers than readers.

While all four studies laid important foundations or under tanding who.

ders, none directly pursued the question:-"Why don't

rewlerS read newspapers?!

This study addresses that question. In an

Pr

57 nc

qu

daily n wspaper. Their .responses are presented

this is three studies-, The questionnaire-des-ign-a_

third waves are based on the findings from the p

diet nc

-newspaper

-reader attitudes and behavio]

reading adults ip nine 4ties

iti three waves .of interviewing about

non-

tempt-to understand, explain

-ard the daily newspaper, .

nd one rural county were

reasonslfor avoiding the

tudy. In reality,

analysis. in the ,and

vious waves .of interviews.



Method. Wave I_

Nen-readerS were interviewed in six northeastern United Stags citi

Five of the interview 'sites had populationsof less than 25,000. One city

was Slightly above 100,000. Each of-the cities had one- local,daily-new paper

and from two to six external new s circulating daily. FoUr,of the local

dailies were afternoon papers. Circulations of the six local dailies ranged

from 16,000 te49,000_ H of the circulations were under 20,000.,

Participants in the study were selected through probability random

sampling methods. Five hundred newspaper- readers and non-readers. were inte

ed at each-location. Survey respondents first ware asked: "How often

do you read a daily newspaper?"

"Never or seldo V I

"1, or 2 days a week"

"Nearly every day"

"Eve ""'Every day

_sporidelits plying "NeVe- or seldom" were defined'as non- readers.

"Never" and "selpla " were used as the same response category to avoid some

1.)

f the social undesilability bias that might have been introduced itroduced f only the

r had been used. It was felt that it wodad be easier for aponse nev

sponde _ acknowledge reading a newspaper on occasion, seldom than

admit not reading a newspaper at all.

:.
non-readers: .

ities, a 1 of 326 respondents were classified as

7This examination of non-readers is only part.of a. larier newspaper

readership study. The larger study which involved apprmimately 500 randqmly
selected adults per interview site, 'included questions' on attitudes, "use
and gratifications," readership of specific features and marketing and

circulation information.
.
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a, Non-readers

N of Non-readers

8
Non-Penetration

City 1 City 2 , City 3
0

City 4 City 5 City 6
8.6%

(43)

8.7%

16.1-0

(82)

18.5%

187:1/T

(&8)

'27.4%

, 9.2%

(46)

5.5%

11.6%

(ss)

8,0%

5.8

(29)

-.02%

Nod was compared with non-penet on for each survey area

a partial cheek on the validity- of the individual- samprs_ Thd.non-pene-

tration f res, thoughcan not-be viewed as absolutes when c mparing them

with the percentage of non-readers in the six samples. The Smallest geo-
t

graphic_ division available to compute non-penetration was the county.

Only cities4,and 6 represent a`complete.countyr The other four cities

represent one complete county plus, a portion of anc(lifr.. Circulation figures

not available to determine non7penetration for tho8e4county portions.

Because non - readership and non penetration can not be matched one f-

one
av

they were ranked from high to-low an pared as ordinal data. Spearman's

rho -r the non-readershipand n- ,p6ne ation figu equals +.77, uggesting

that the. variation -in 'the numb- 4f non-readers from City-to cityi a fune-

tion of actual population variption; not the vagaries the sampling pro-

cedures.

gPondent__- answering "Never or seldom" then were -asked to evaluate

their non-.use of daily newspapers by the following question:

'`'people have many reasons for not reading a newspaper.
seldom read a daily newspaper?"

Since the total numberofilen-readers in any one city was, too small for

y do you

any meaningful analysis, °non- readers in the six cities were aggregated to

obtailf a composite picture of non - readers.

Source,: American Newsia.er Markets' Circulation -7

Non - genet- ration = 100%



Findings) Wave I
0

Table 1. lists the main- reasons non- readers gave for not using aneWs-

paper The mist common reasons lack of time; use of _ nether news medium;

_econtents.These four categories account

the xesponses to the open-end question !Why do

cost- and lac

for over two-third

you seldom read a newspaper?"

Almost one-fiftkof the.non- readers titedilack of time as their reason'

r ignoring newspapers. Some df.the specific responseswere:

net home enough-to spend time with a paper."

single.and.Tun around. de much to have time to read an wspaper.

work full-time, plus I' -_ a housewife so I have little tine to Eead."'

Another eighteen percent of the non - readers indicated they prefer

use another medium (television, radio or magazine) for news and information.

This preference for another news' medium may be . because the rson does

not have the time newspapers require or the person really does not have an

interest it readi newspapers. Or it may be a positive preference such

as expressed.Yy the traveling salesman. 7'don the road a lot, -so I get

my news from radi

Cost keeps 16 percent of the non-readers away from the ewspaper. One

I
respondent phra7sed this avoidance verysuccinctlyl "I can't afford a paper."

Fifteen _Pere-

7
id lack of interestkeepsthem from the paper- An elderly

man remarked, "I'ra riot interested. I don't care what's going in the world."

The remaining .third _f non - readers hlamed their health, circulation ro-

blems, language, newspaper content or dislike of reading Vhenasked,why

they avoid -newspapers.



One ULyear old wog

well enough to read

the health category responded, don't See

One non-reader, citing c rchlation problems, reiTor ed -she doesn't read ,

newspapers because she is ''disgusted With the delivery service: They

just Wouldn t put it in the box, she said.

The six percent_ of the non- e 's .citing language problems ,were mostly

eigrl born and unable to speak o d English well.

The percent' citin newspaper' c-ntent complained about he amount

of advertising and the bias izn the heWS'.

Another two and a half poTeent confessed they just don't like to

0



Lack of time

TABLE 1

or Not Reading11!nptlesi

Preference for other information me-dium

co

'.Lack ' interest

:Health problem

CIrcUlation problems

Languake 5.77
- ,

Newspape iontent- 4.3;

Doetlike to read 2.5,

Miscellaneous 3.6'

100.1

Percentages. are ba- d on a:content analysis of 281 respo
.question, "Why 6 you seldom read a daily newSpaperr For

jeader were elimin ated fion.the analysis be.cause.of-'non-nsa

es to-ihe,

-five non-

le responses



Me Wave- II

Using open-end.questions as the only research tool is too limiting Even

pond in their own word the openend format ,didthough they could: r

.not necessarily tap Pall f the reasons non =readers might have for avoiding

ewspapers.- Some persops have not thought about why.they ignore newspapers,

So. asking n-end qu

fruitful response

ompensato for this limitation, new questio4, written in a closed-

Lions does not necessarily inspire them to offer

end check-list fotmat,.were developed for the second wave of interviewjng.

Developed from

Wive this efIc

news d newspapers

-responses to the open `end qUestion described 'in

'5t measured avoidances in six Areas: interest in

e for And jAterest'ln reading use of other media.;

newspaper content; newspaper bia8;..newspaper circulation.

the most frequent responses to,the openend query in Wave I- were translated

--intb-alist cif St-a-Cements to which respondents could reply how much the

statement applied to them.

The list was'essentially an edited:vdrsion of the non- readers own words.

.

in Wave I The Individual statements were selected with the intention of

exhausting most of the possible reasons non-readers have for avoiding news-

cnipurs. was also:intended-that the check-list be as specific as possible.

For example in '_Wave I television, radio.and newspaper were grouped-under-

tfm one heading of media use, but the list Wave il singled out each

medium -- television, radio And newSpaper are me/sured individually.. This
.

specification of individual items increased, th

reude _ and increased the breadth of the study.

paTahility among non-'
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the second- round ofinterviews.one hundred and eighty-four non- e ders

were in erviewed,Ifin two northeastern and one midwesterncit A total of

650 randomly selected respondents were interviewed at each survey site.

City B City C

of Non - readers

tV of Non-readers

10
NonPene -ation

10.0%

(65)

10.9'

6.3%

(41)

'7.2%

12.0%

(78)

8.1%

Spearman's'rho equals +.50.

Non-readers were asked the follOwing questions Wave II:

"Here are some reason that people have given for not reading

newspaper. For each reason tell- me whether it applies to you a great deal,

somewhat or nbt at all.

...1-dod't have time to read

I have no desire to read .what's the newspaper

..,1 get my news from, television

.I get my news from radio

get my ,news from.magazineS

interested in keeping up with the latest

.i disagree' with editorialstands

.i don't ant to read bed news

- ..There is too muCh advertising

.1. don't like to read

Ar eyesight is bad

Source: American News er Markets' Circulation_ '76-77

Non-Penetration = 100%





. Newspapers cost too much

. 1 can't get thd newspaper home delivered.

.Newspapers don't print the truth

...Newspapers are biased.

Findings, Wave II

Table- 2 summarizes the newspaper. voidance thenonreader

"a great deal". Using broadcast media is the main reason non readers avoid

the daily paper. Approximately 60 percent of the non-readers reported uSe

of television -is very-much.the-reason they:don't use newspapers. Slightly

more than half of the non-readers said they get their news from radio.

Lack of time and desire are also: important reasons non-readers

don't use newspapers. Over one -third said they don't have time while

on fifth admitted they have no desire to read pape

Ln rank order, the _aining avoidancesjire: newspaper cost (20%);

dislike. of reading (15%); amount of .advertising- On); bias (12%) poor

eyesight (12%); disinterest In current events (lp%) not wanting bad hews

(10%); use of magazines (9%); disagreement with editorials 8 %); unava la-

bility of home delivery (8%); newspapers don't print the,truth(5%).

When the open-end responses in Wave I are compared with the closed----

end responses in Wave II, the consistency of the responses is high- Ladk

,..Qf time, preference for another news medium and lack of interest-z; re-still

at the top of the list. Cost which was the third most frequent.- response

to the open-end question in Wave I is the fifth most frequent

Overall, the tables show that whether non-lreaders are asked an,openLend

spon5etin Table 2.

que'stion or are presented with a checklist of responses, they are cone,

tent in their reasons for avoiding the daily newspap
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Table 2

AReasons Non-ReadersANewspaper

Percent saying Applies Factor 1f ** Tactor 2: Factor Factor 4: Factor 5:

Great Deal Content Media Eyesight Bias ,

Time

Don't have time 34.5 (3) *

No desire
20.5 (4)

Get news from TV 59.3 (1)

0e_tzewsirom_radi

Get news from magazines 9.4 (12)

Disinterested in current events 10.5 (10)

Disagree with editorials 7:7 (13)

Don't want bad news 100 (11)

Too many ads 13.0 (7)

,Don't like to read 15-2 (6)

Eyesight is bad' 12.1 (9)

Newspaper cost 19.8 (5)

Na home delivery 7.6 (14)

Newspapers don't print truth 4.8 (15).

Newspapers are biased 12.3 (8)

.60

..a 32

.08 -.04

08 .17

.68 .05

.03 .68

.68

,64

.72

.18, .67

-.02 .35

.15 03

05 ¢;00
__T17 _

-.08 -:06

-.003 .07 .02 .07

-.09 8 .04

-.07 -.06 3 16

60 -.008 .15 .37 -11

.14 -.06 .64 .13

-.07 -.02 2 -.05 -,03

;16 .

-.01 .008 -.03 ;12 -.59

,23 -.05 .16 .82 -.02

.22 -Al -.06' :85 .05

.002 .14 -.40

*(Rank Order)

**Five,meaningful factors accounting for 57% of the ariance were e

for by each fthor was: Content 21%; Media 11%; Eyesight 9 %; Bias 8Q Time 7%;

acted. Percent of variance accounted



To extract additional meaning from the checklist of 15 avoidances,

they were factor analyzed= The factor analysis reduced the 15 avoidances

to five significant areas: I, Newspaper content; 2) Use of other media;

11-
3) Poor eyesight; 4) Bias; ) Lack of time.

Table. __2_thows_theLindividual-avoldances-composing- these five areas.

Newspaper content consists of lack of desire to read the contents of a

daily newspaper; disagreement with. editorials; not wanting to read bad
cr.

news; and too much advOrtising in the newspaper.

Use of other -media specifically refers to using television, radio a-

magaz-,es for news and' information. Bias is defined by the statements news-

papers don't print the truth and newspapers are biased. Poor eyesight

and lack pf time are defined by those individual avoidances.

What are the relationships of age, income, educat,

five factors? To answer these questions, five indices were constructed.

Each index was created by summing the individual variables loading high

on each of the five factors. The indices were dichotomized at the median.

Scores hove the median were defined as major; scores below the median were

2
and sex to these

defined as minor reasons non-readers avoid the daily paper.

Wh analyzing non-readers by their age, education and income a new

questio emerged. If non-readers are disproportionately the young and the

elderly and,low on the education and income scales, who are the non-

varimax rotated factor matrix was used for this factor analysis

13



readers high in income and education and ing yin the middle-age

catdgOries and why are they avoiding newspapers. when previous'.research

reading them. Typica =ily non-newspaper' reading,predicts they should

adults are yet-Mg and old, poor

atypical of this description`?

and der-edutated. Se wh these

Atypical non-readers hover between two disparate social groups.

14

Because

they don't read newspapers, they are associated with young and elderlyjow.

income, low eduGated people. Because atypical non-readers have 'high

incomes, educations and are middle aged,. they are also associated

-people who do read newspapers) In other words, the atypical non-reade's'

peer group or reference group consists of newspaper reading adults. Chances

are atypical
).

non-readers are exposed to newspaper readers in the of

their middle-class neighborbbods*.on the tennis court and

The atypicai,non-reader's peer group of newspaper readers conforms

to society's norms while typical non-newspaper readers do not. Typical

non-readers not only avoid newspapers, but they also avoid the voting

booths, and civic and social participation. Typical non-readers are gener-

ally socially different, atypical non - readers are not. What this really

means is atypical non-readers should really be more amenable to the idea

of reading a daily newspaper since their peer group reads.
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A c oser look atlWes ley-Severin and Penrose et al. reveals they too had a

large number of atypical non-readers in their samples. The reason for th
_

presence was not.determined in these earlier tudids.

attempt to explain why tbes'e persons aho are expected

, ---------------
_

e in the non-reading group.

'Table .3 compares

This Study, though, will
A

be newspaper readers

the percentage of typical and atypical non-readers acre_

the Westley-Severin Penrose et and Poindexter studies. When analyzed by

age, the percentage ofatypical non- readers is fairly consistent across'the

hree studies. in the Westley-Severin study, 60 percent the non-readers

were atypical. ,In the Penrose et a1 . study 64 percent were atypical and in

the Poindexter study, 60 percent were atypical. It should be noted that a

is measured differently in the Poinde study than in the other. two studi-

Westley-Severin and Penrose,et al; used\20,, rE 40 etc. bracketing while
,

Poindexter used 18 to 25, 26 to 35, 36 to 45, etc. age groupings.

An examina non7reader by education shows that two-fifths of the

non-readers in the Westly-Severinstudy were atypical; over a quarter- in the

Penrose et al. study; and Amos

atypical.

ec-fifths in the Poindexter study ..w

',
Because education was measured the same acro _ all the studies, the-

large differences cannot be attributed to the measuring inSt merit. The dif--

ferences do suggest a significant intrease'in non-reading among higher educated

groups. Regional differences might also account for variations when atypical

non-readers are examined by 'education':

Analysis by income reveals _ large discrepancy betven the previous two

studies and tht present study. This can be explained by differences in income

measurement. Westley and Sever_ and Penr et al. asked fair income of the

household head. Poindexter Measured :'±amily income. In westILT ,verin, 35



TABLE 3

A PERCENTAGE COMPARISON OF'TYPICAL AND ATYPICAL NON-READERS
m WESTLEY-SEVERIN, PENROSE ET AL. & POIND6TV

A_I'y Age

Typical

I

A -icaI

13y I.Jucat LOn

Typical

Atypical

\fy: Income

Wes -Severin - Penrose e

61-62' 71-72

143 341 506

40% 36% 31%

(S7) ( 24) (158)

60% 64% 69%

t86) (221) (348)

600 73% 41%

(83) (254) (205)

40% 27% 59%

(55) (92) (294)

Typical 65% 58% 25%

,(90) ( 78) , (118)

AtyPI 38% 42% 75%

(48) (130) (354)

16



percent were atypical non- readers

-and in the Poinde

Penrose et al., 42 percent were atyp _ _

ical;

r analysis, 75 percent were atypical.

While differences in the number of-at)yical non-readers vary from study to

study, the fact that a sizeable percentage of atypical non cadets exists in'

all three studies is consistent. .Atypical non-readers have always been present,

but why they are present ha- until now not heen'determined.

To answer this subsidiary reseirch question--why don't'typical non.-

readers read the daily newspaper--a0m:readers were dichotomized into typical

sand atypical nonreader groups. These typical and atypical non-reader dichoto-

mies nalyzed to 6 q-111141 f extences exist in their reasons for

avoiding, the daily new-spa

Typical non - readers are Operationally defined as between the'ages of 18

and 25 and _hove 65. They haVe an iac of less than $5,000 and have not gone

beyond high school. Aty cal`non- readers, on the opposite end of the 'scale,

have a family income above $5,000 and at 1

non-readers are between the ages of 26 apd,65.

When dichomotized into typical and atypical= non - reader age groups, atypical.

high school degree. Atypical

non-readers cited lack of time as, a major factor'-more equuatly than typical

non-readers. ,(See Table 4.) Sixty-six Percent of the atypical non-readers

said time is the main reason they avoid newspapers while. only 48 pe dent of

the typical non - 'readers cited time as a major'factor. The differences in these

two groups can probably again be attributed to the large percentage of elderly

in the typical non-reader group. Th ;elderly, retired from full-time employment,

may have more free time than other age groups

The difference between typical'and atypical non-roaders when analyzed

by income was striking. Atypical non-readers over hdlmingly

reported lack of time is a major reason they d_ not read the dailies. Over 70



Reason.

ft--Major

Time is Minor

I

Incom&

Typical AtYP.kal

(N=35) (N.105)

47,9

68.6 ' 28'6

TABLE 4

Typical

(N.48)

52.1

Age

p/. 01
4.06

34.4

Atypical

. V

(N:122)

65.6 52.5

Typical

(N.61)

47:5

.. »,;. = .. w. ... ......w,

(N.120) (1y=60)

'62.5 55.0

37.5 45:0

N.S.

(N.123 ) (N.62)

17.1 37.1'

62,9

......_._ . ..... - . .w.\._.....w...... . w_ , ...w .. 4 . . w.,. . = . ... . .... . .-.--__

n is Maj of

Content is Minor

.. .

Poor. Eyesight r5 Major

poor Eye_i ht is kinor

(N35)

34.3

65.7

pL.002

(N.105) (N.461'

66,0 43:5

34.6 56.5

31,4,

6,8,6

pL.05

(N;49)

S4.,7

3 8 65.3

pZ.03

'Education

N.S.

Atypi of
o.

0

0,109)

65.1

34.9

_ . wv___ ..-

(N.I06)

58,5

41,5

p

13,6

8614'

Typical i 16' define dflOer $5,090. Atypic 1 income defined as over )000.
.-7-

Ycnle defined as 18 to 25 and over 65,
Atypical age dpfined as 26 to 1.

Typical eilcatidt defined as `1 .than High 5Chool. Atypical education defined as High School plus.

4k



.percent of the atypical n
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eddeis as compared with percent of the typical
0

nonLreaders placed significant on this factor (See Table 4.)

s

While age and income were significantly -elaied to time, education_was_,n-

The_proportion of.non-newspaper del-s in the typical and atypical education

categories not significantly different.

Atypical non-readers when analyzed by incomeome were mare likely to report
-

content plays a major, role in their avoiding liewspap S. As Table 4 haws,

66 percent of the atypical non- readers cited content as compared with '34 per-

cent of typical (low *1 me) von-readers.

Differences©ifferen c s=also appeared when content was explored through the typical and

% .

atypical dichotomies defined by age.

As Shpwn in Table 4, atypical nota-,Teaders were more likely to report content

is a major' actor'in their a ding newspapers. Over three- fifths of atypical

non readers said content is an important reason while only two - fifths of the

typical {ion- readers rep content.

Surprisingly,, education was not te_aLted t=o the content factor. It was

expected that atypical non-readers (high education) we uld be more cognizant of

newspaper content: This was not the ease. Atypical and typical non readers,

equally reported content as a factor their newspaper avoidance.

When poor eyesight was analyzed b)., typical and atypical non-readers as

defined by education, again differences appeared. Typical non-readers outnumbered

atypical non- readers in reporting Groot eyesight as a major avoidance. Thirty-

seven per1cent of the typical non =readers as compared with almost 14 percent of

N

the, atypical non-reade_ s reported poor eyesight is a major reason for avoiding

the,y-daily newspaper. (See. Table 4.)

Poor eyesight is more likely tb

analyzed by age. As Table 4 shows,

thedom of typical non-readers w

than one-third of the typical non-readers



repor- ed poor eyeSight is

atypical nonareade

c

major avoidance while less than one-fifth, of the

said .poor eyesight, is a major problem'. Again, this dif-

fer'ence can be attributed-to the-la

typical non-reader category.'

1 poor ey

-v elderly.. pondents- ire tire

sight was analyzed by income, the- we

rences between the typical and atypical income dichot

no significant di -

20
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Method, Wave.III:
1

What happens to the newspaper avo dances 'f the operational definition of

non-reader is changed? Will atypical non-readers still b,enamolig the non-reading

segment of the population if a stricter definition is used Wave III answers

these questions.

a riots- readers were de,fined those persons never or seldom:

reading a daily and a weekly newsOper. WaveS I and IT had operationalized non-
,

readers as those person, never or seldom readin a daily newspaper only.

1

For this wave, non-readers were intervie ed 'in a northeastern rural coun

Wdimg,rural areas adjacent to a city of approxi-

mately 31,000 people compose the interviewing area. The two major dailies, one

Five small Communal and sur

hi-weekly and four weekli- available in this rural county, have circulatiors

ranging from allow of3,200,to a high 42,000.

Eight hundred,and twenty --one readers and non-readerandomly selected

from the county telephon book:, were in_ viewed in their homes. There is,6a

93 p cent penetration telephones and 8 percent of the phones are unlisted'.

Eight percent of

Findings Wave III

respondents can be strictly categorized as non-readers.

They read neither dailies nor weeklies. Fourteen percent oT the respondents

said, they never read a daily newspaper but do read a weekly. This group has 137

labeled the weekly reader only. Twelve percent read a daily paper but never

touch a meekly. The majority of the respondent 66 percent, repe ted reading_

both a daily and a weekly. (See Table

on the first group,

) The focus of this analysis will be

non-reader of
a
any newspaper, daily _

LJ

weekly.
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Table 5

Non-peider 8

Daily Reader Only 12

Weekly Reader Only ,14

Reader of Both 66

These nor aders will be eXaiined theirby'theirsocid -econo is levels

defined by their typical or atypidal-g coup ifig. This group will be compared

with ..the non-daily reader as operation; zed in Waves I and II to. determine if

the reasons they do' not read are identical to the reasons the non-daily reqder-

avoids the newspaper.

Table 6 shows this strict definition of non-readers is compatible with the

ope -tionalization of non-reader used in the first and second waves. Typic

Y.
nonreaders of daily and weekly Awspapers are more likely to be found among ,the

lowest socio-economic levels and among the.youngest and oldest adults.

and

Non-readers are disprop rtionately among the low- income, poorly educated

young and elderly,,but numerically nonreaders 'are more prevalent on the

upper ends of the soci econemic scale. Even when using. this very strict

definition, this atypical non- reader - educated, Middle aged, middle and upper

income -is still highly v ible'among adults who do not read daily or weekly

newspapers. Final analysis of why this atypical non-reader readS neither

daily nor a weekly4 will lie explored when the complete data base is available.



ypica,

N=127

Non-Reader
4

Daily Nader

Weekly Reader

Reader of Both
7

2 -
Age -----, Education

Atypical Typical Atypical Typical AtypicaS

o 0_
---0 %

(N=59) (N=240) (N=566) (N =211)

14 12 7 1

9 12 13, 11 13

24 - 12 18 13 21 12

53 70 57 69 - 57 69

u4.001 01 pL.01

1_
-Typicalincome defined as under $5,000. Atypical income defined as over $5,000.
2
Typical age defined as 18 to 25- and over 65. 'Atypical age defined as 26 to 65.

3
Typical education defined as-less than high school, Atypical education defined as high school pits,

4

'Daily reader reads only a daily and never a weekly.

Non-reader never or seldom reads any daily or weekly newspaper.

5
Weekly reader never or seldom reads'a daily newspaper but does read a weekly newspaper with
some regularity. This operational definition pprtially replicates the definition in
Waves -1 and II.

7

Reader'of both reads both a daily and a weekly with some reg larity.



The check =list of avoidances used, in the second:wave was partially repli-

cated in the research,design and analysis of this wave. The two waves differ

in that the order in which the avoidances were_asked_was_rotated and-three

redundant avoidances were eliminated.

The avoidaftes which are greatly:re_ onsible for non readers ignoring

daily. and weekly: newspapers are listed Table 7. Again, use of television

and radio for news is -most often mentioned as main reasons non - readers do not

read-ndwspapers. When the 'responses in this wave are compared-with the previous

wave, it becomes apparent that the avoidances of non daily readers are very

similar to the avoidances of non-daily and weekly readers.12 A perfect correla-
%

tion would have indicated that these two types of non - readers- are the same

but further analysis of the strict non-readers indicates they are somewhat of

a different breech

In order to better comprehend the differences between these two grOups of

non - readers, the 12 avoidances were factor analyzed. Factor analysis reduCed

the 12 avoidances to four significant areas: 1) Bias 2) Print Avoidance
e

3) Broadcast- Media Use 4) Lack of Time.--
13

These clusters are consistent with

but still different from the findings in Wave II.

Table 7 shows the individual avoidances loading high on the four factors

Bias cons. s of too much advertising the newspaper; newspapers are not

truthful; newspapers are biased.

Print Avoidance, a new factor, .consists of lack of desire to read the con-

tents of daily newspaper, not wanting to read bad news; don't like to read.

12
Spearman s rho +.76

1-The varimax rotated factor matrix was used for this factor analysis.
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Table 7

Reasons Non-Readers Avoid Daily and Weekly Newspapers

Percent saying Applies

Great Deal

Factor ,1:** Factor 2: Factor 3:

Bias Print Broadcast

Avoidance Media Use

Factor 4:

_ Time

17.4 9)*

ews from TV 51.5.(1)

ews from radio 48.5 (2)

2W5 from magazi 14.7 (11)'

like bad news 15.2: (10)

my ads . .28.S (3)

like to. read 19.1 (7)

is bad 206

Ter cost 18%2.

vipers are not truthful 1 7

Lpers are biased 20.-9 5)

have time 26.1 (4)

*(Rank Order)

.05

.08

.09

.16

.22

.54

.75

.85

-.12

.82 .05

.12 .76

.00 .89

-.49- -.26

.74 -.05

1.36 -.08

.76 .06

.31

.09

.08 .11

.00 .03

-.05 .11

-.24

.17

.13

-.02

-.12-

-.04

-.51'

.33 -.08

.06

.08

.89

Four meaningful -factors accounting for 6296' of the variance were extracted. The percent of variance

accounted for by each meaningful factor was Bias 240; Print Avoidance 150; Broadcast Media Use 130;

Time 10%.
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oadc st Media Use is a more refined version of the factor which emerged

in-Wave:11: is factor-refers_sPecifically..to useof-televsion and-radio -for

nows.information,- Jrt the previous wave, magazine use 'had also clustered-with

the-se items.

-Lack, of Timei found in Wave II, also fac ied in this analysis.
(

-The effect of the stricter definition of non-reader in this wave is

apparentAn the examination of the factor analySis. This group of people-7

turned, off to reading any kind of newspaper- -has caused a new factor 21:2

avoidance to emerge and one-variable,use of-magazines, previously found in the

media faCt6r to.he negatively related to the broadcast. cluster A preliminary

analysis of these findings suggests that this non-reade group is distinguished.

from the daily newspaper non-reade mostly brits completely turned -off attitude

toward reading.

How different are typical and atypical non-readers in their avoidances

when this stricter definition is used? Why are highly educated, middle aged,

middle and upper income adults still, among those not reading any kind of news-

paper? Why this atypical non-reader reads neither a daily nor a weekly, will

be analyzed when the complete database is available.



SaMmary-and:'ImplicatiOns-
,

llieserfindingspojnt to the need. to recognize there is not a homogenou8

27

n the-ciiculation area. Regardless of,hOwnon7readers-are

defined, there are two subgroups in the non-reader population: one typ dal of

non-readers; the otheratypical.

/and they:don

Typical non-readers are eipeCted to not read

-ical non-readers are expected to read but don't.

Atypidlal non-readers report they don't read because of lack of time and
4

newspaper content. The finding that middle-aged, upper income, highly

educated adults ignore the Aaily newspaPer because of "lack of time" and

"dissatisfaction

of

ith content" suggests the direction for the next phase

earch on the non-reader. The next phase of research should focus

on determining the true,meaninig, Imthe minds of the non -readers, of- these.

avoidances. Are non-readers really rationalizing about why they don't read or

are they literally lacking the time to devote to newspapers? Exact1;, what

kinds of content aro atypical non-readers objecting, to? If the various meanings

behind the "time and "content" avoidances, could be decoded, the defini ions

could be used to construct indices which would better tap what's- really behind'

non - traders avoidance of the daily newspaper,

The atypical non - reader subgroup, discovered in this study, is really not a

new phenoMenon. This subgroup was present '16 years ago in the Westley7Severin

study. It was present ten years later in the Penrose et, l study. This is

the first study, however, to examine this group-and explain why it exists. The

atypical non-reader :be'cause of his or, her middle age, high income, and education,

is not expected to be in. the non-reader group. In contradiction with this .

expectation, the atypical non eader is a-viable member of _the non-reader com-

6
Amity. Determining why this contradiction exists underscores the significance

of this-analysis of the daily newspaper non-reader community, and it also

questions the validity of writing off the non - reader group as a lost cause as

previous studies have suggested.




